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Abstract 

Decision Trees algorithm is one of the simplest 
classification algorithms. The decision trees 

algorithm can also be used for regression problems. 

This algorithm belongs to the set of supervised 

machine learning algorithms, where we are given a 

data set labeled with outcome. The process of making 

a decision using decision trees closely resembles our 

human thinking process [1]. We divide our training 

set into subsets based on some attribute values [2]. At 

each internal node of the tree, we use some 

feature/attribute values to split the data set. We repeat 
this process until all the leaf nodes of the tree contain 

only one type/value of the target or outcome variable. 
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1. Introduction 

We will study the process of building decision trees. 

There are different ways to build a decision tree. We 
will start with the root node where we use the entire 

training data set. Then we will divide this data set 

using the values of one feature into multiple subsets 

[3]. Each subset would become child node of the 

node that is being split. And this process would 

continue until each child node would just contain one 

type/value for the target or outcome variable. These 

final child nodes are called the leaf nodes because 

there are no child nodes for these nodes. We will 

study different criteria that would help us decide 

which feature to be used at each step of splitting the 

data. 

2. Node Splitting 

A decision tree is an inverted tree structure, where 
the top node is the root node. The bottom most nodes 

are called leaf nodes which do not have any child  

 

nodes. At the root node, we consider the entire given 

training data set. At each node, excluding the leaf 

nodes, we inspect some attribute and split the data set 

into two or morechild nodes. The good-ness of 

thesplit is evaluated using certain measure like Gini 

Impurity or Entropy and Information Gain. These 

measures are discussed in detail in the later sections 

of this article. 

2.1 A Simple Decision Tree Example 

Let us take a simple case of a making a decision, if a 
player plays tennis on a given day, based on his past 

tennis playing history. We are using an existing data 

set downloaded from Kaggle.com [4]. This data set is 

a small dataset containing only 14 data points with 

four different attributes: outlook, temperature, 

humidity and wind. We will discuss this tree building 

process in detail later in this article. 

library(gridExtra) 
library(grid) 
 
setwd("C:/Coursera/R/MachineLearning") 
df <-read.csv("play_tennis.csv") 
 
print(df) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 
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Here is the Decision Tree constructed from the 
above data set. 

 

Decision Tree for Tennis Game Data Set 

2.2 The Node Splitting Process 

When the predictor is a continuous numerical 
variable, we can split by ranges of values into each 
split and when the predictor is categorical, we can 
split each value of the predictor into one split or a 
set of values into one split. The splitting process is 
guided by one of the following methods. 

The decision of selecting one attribute out of all 
the available set of attributes for splitting at any 
node is made using Entropy/Information Gain or 
GINI Index. We will discuss the Entropy and GINI 
index in detail in the following sections. 

When the outcome is numeric, the improvement 
due to the split is calculated as follows 

 (

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑐)
2  

where, n is the number of data points at that node, 
c is average of the outcome variable at that node 
and 𝑦𝑖  is the outcome/label of 𝑖𝑡  data point. If all 
the 𝑦𝑖𝑠 are very close to c, the error is low and it is 
treated as a good split. 

When the outcome variable is categorical, then we 
use GINI impurity or cross-entropy to assess the 
improvement. These are discussed below. 

2.2.1 Entropy and Information Gain [5] 

Let 𝑞1 ,𝑞2 , . . . . , 𝑞𝑐  is the uniform label distribution. 
Since there are c different class labels, so the 

probability of any of the labels is 
1

𝑐
. This is the worst 

case and we do not want it to be a uniform 

distribution, where the prediction turns out to be a 

random guessing. 

We will use the KL divergence to compute the 

closeness of two distributions. We want the 

distribution after splitting a node to be as far away 

from this uniform distribution. 

Now 𝐾𝐿(𝑝||𝑞) =  𝑝𝑘
𝑐
𝑘=1 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(

𝑝𝑘

𝑞𝑘
) 

We need to maximize this divergence for better split. 

 (𝑐
𝑘=1 𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑘)− 𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑞𝑘)) where 𝑞𝑘 =

1

𝑐
 

 (

𝑐

𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑘) + 𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐)) 

log(c) is a constant and  𝑝𝑘
𝑐
𝑘=1 = 1 

So we are left with maximizing the following 

 (

𝑐

𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑘)) 

This is equivalent to minimizing 

− (

𝑐

𝑘=1

𝑝𝑘 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑘)) 

2.2.2 GINI Index [6] 

Data Set, S = {(𝑥1 ,𝑦1), (𝑥2 ,𝑦2)……(𝑥𝑛 ,𝑦𝑛)}, 

𝑦 ∈ (1. . . . 𝑐), where c is the number of classes 

Let 𝑆𝑘 ⊂ 𝑜𝑓𝑆, where 

𝑆𝑘  = {(x,y) in S: y=k} (all inputs labled with k) 

𝑆 = 𝑆1𝑈𝑆2𝑈. . . .𝑈𝑆𝑐  

𝑃𝑘 =
|𝑆𝑘 |

|𝑆|
 

- the fraction of inputs labeled k in S 

Now the GINI impurity is 

𝐺(𝑆) = 𝑝𝑘

𝑐

𝑘=1

(1− 𝑝𝑘) 

Now the total impurity of the entire tree is 
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𝐺𝑇(𝑆) =
|𝑆𝐿 |

|𝑆|
∗ 𝐺𝑇(𝑆𝐿) +

|𝑆𝑅 |

|𝑆|
∗ 𝐺𝑇(𝑆𝑅), where 

𝑆 = 𝑆𝐿𝑈𝑆𝑅  and 𝑆𝐿 ∩ 𝑆𝑅 = ∅ and 
|𝑆𝐿|

|𝑆|
 fraction of 

inputs the Left subtree, 
|𝑆𝑅 |

|𝑆|
 fraction of inputs the 

Right subtree 

The Gini Index is calculated by subtracting the sum 

of the squared probabilities of each class from one. It 

favors larger partitions. Information Gain multiplies 

the probability of the class times the log (base=2) of 

that class probability. 

If there are N different classes in our training set, 
then the GINI is given by 

𝐺𝐼𝑁𝐼 = 1 − (𝑃1
2 + 𝑃2

2+. . . . . +𝑃𝑁
2) = 1− 𝑝𝑖

2

𝑚

𝑖=1

 

2.3 Node Splitting Example 

Here we will discuss Entropy/Information Gain based 

node splitting process followed by GINI Index based 
node splitting process. 

2.3.1 Entropy/Information Gain Based 

Node Splitting [7] 

Let us consider the Play Tennis data set again to 
demonstrate how the node splitting is done. We will 

use Entropy/Information Gain to split the nodes. 

Formula for Entropy is given by − (𝑐
𝑘=1 𝑝𝑘 ∗

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑘)). We have only two different class labels 

Yes or No. Let us calculate the Entropy for the root 

node. There are 9 cases where the outcome variable 

play is Yes and 5 cases where it is No. So the 

Entropy is 

−(9/14) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(9/14)− (5/14) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(5/14) 

-(9/14)log((9/14),2)-(5/14)log((5/14),2) = 0.940286 

So the entropy at the root node is 0.940286. 

There are four different attributes on this data set. We 

will compute the entropy/information gain for each of 

these attributes to determine the attribute that 

provides us the maximum information gain. 

Now we use outlook attribute to split the root node, 

there are three different values for outlook attribute - 

Sunny, Overcast and Rain. 

library(gridExtra) 
library(grid) 

 
print(df) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

as.table(as.matrix(df[df$outlook=="Sunny",])) 

##    day outlook temp humidity wind   play 
## 1  D1  Sunny   Hot  High     Weak   No   
## 2  D2  Sunny   Hot  High     Strong No   
## 8  D8  Sunny   Mild High     Weak   No   
## 9  D9  Sunny   Cool Normal   Weak   Yes  
## 11 D11 Sunny   Mild Normal   Strong Yes 

as.table(as.matrix(df[df$outlook=="Overcast",])) 

##    day outlook  temp humidity wind   play 
## 3  D3  Overcast Hot  High     Weak   Yes  
## 7  D7  Overcast Cool Normal   Strong Yes  
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild High     Strong Yes  
## 13 D13 Overcast Hot  Normal   Weak   Yes 

as.table(as.matrix(df[df$outlook=="Rain",])) 

##    day outlook temp humidity wind   play 
## 4  D4  Rain    Mild High     Weak   Yes  
## 5  D5  Rain    Cool Normal   Weak   Yes  
## 6  D6  Rain    Cool Normal   Strong No   
## 10 D10 Rain    Mild Normal   Weak   Yes  
## 14 D14 Rain    Mild High     Strong No 

# entropy at the root node 
ent_root <--(9/14)*log(9/14,2) -(5/14) 
*log(5/14,2) 
message(cat("Entropy at root node ",ent_root)) 

## Entropy at root node  0.940286 

##  

Now let us calculate the Entropy for the attribute 

outlook. 

m_data <-
matrix(c("Sunny","2","3","5","Overcast","4","0","
4","Rain","3","2","5"),ncol=4,byrow=TRUE) 
colnames(m_data) <-
c("Outlook","Yes","No","Total") 
rownames(m_data) <-c("","","") 
t_data <-as.table(m_data) 
t_data 
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##  Outlook  Yes No Total 
##  Sunny    2   3  5     
##  Overcast 4   0  4     
##  Rain     3   2  5 

#For outlook variable, the entropy of the child 
node would be 
 
ent_children_outlook <-(5/14)*(-
(2/5)*log((2/5),2)-(3/5)*log((3/5),2)) +(4/14)*(-
(4/4)*log((4/4),2)-(0/4)*0) +(5/14)*((-
3/5)*log((3/5),2)-(2/5)*log((2/5),2)) 
 
message(cat("Entropy at the child node is 
",ent_children_outlook)) 

## Entropy at the child node is  0.6935361 

##  

#So the entropy gain would be  
message(cat("Information Gain for Outlook 
attribute is ", ent_root -ent_children_outlook)) 

## Information Gain for Outlook attribute is  
0.2467498 

##  

Similarly, we can calculate the Information Gain if 
we split it on the temp attribute: 

print(df[df$temp == "Hot",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 

print(df[df$temp == "Mild",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

print(df[df$temp == "Cool",]) 

##   day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 5  D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6  D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7  D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 9  D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 

entropy_children_temp <-(4/14)*(-
(2/4)*log((2/4),2)-(2/4)*log((2/4),2)) 
+(4/14)*(-(3/4)*log((3/4),2)-
(1/4)*log((1/4),2))+(6/14)*(-
(4/6)*log((4/6),2)-(2/6)*log((2/6),2)) 
 

message(cat("Information Gain for temp 
attribute is ", ent_root -
entropy_children_temp)) 

## Information Gain for temp attribute 
is  0.02922257 

##  

Let us calculate the information gain for humidity 
attribute 

print(df[df$humidity == "High",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

print(d <-df[df$humidity == "Normal",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 

entropy_children_humidity <-(7/14)*(-
(3/7)*log((3/7),2)-(4/7)*log((4/7),2)) +(7/14)*(-
(6/7)*log((6/7),2)-(1/7)*log((1/7),2))  
 
message(cat("Information Gain for humidity 
attribute is ", ent_root -
entropy_children_humidity)) 

## Information Gain for humidity 
attribute is  0.1518355 

##  

Information gain for wind attribute 

print(df[df$wind == "Strong",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

print(df[df$wind == "Weak",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High Weak   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High Weak  Yes 
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## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High Weak  Yes 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High Weak   No 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal Weak  Yes 

entropy_children_wind <-(6/14)*(-
(3/6)*log((3/6),2)-(3/6)*log((3/6),2)) 
+(8/14)*(-(6/8)*log((6/8),2)-
(2/8)*log((2/8),2))  
 
message(cat("Information Gain for wind 
attribute is ", ent_root -
entropy_children_wind)) 

## Information Gain for wind attribute 
is  0.04812703 

##  

So the information gain is maximum for Outlook. So 

we will split our root note on outlook. This would 
create three children. And then we will continue this 

for all the child nodes generated out of this split. 

2.3.2 Gini Index Based Node Splitting [8] 

Let us use the same data set that we used above for 

Entropy/Information Gain based splitting. 

library(gridExtra) 
library(grid) 
 
setwd("C:/Coursera/R/MachineLearning") 
df_tennis <-read.csv("play_tennis.csv") 
 
 
# outlook 
 
print(df_tennis[df_tennis$outlook == 
"Sunny",]) 

##    day outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1   Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2   Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 8   D8   Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 9   D9   Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11   Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 

gini_outlook_sunny <-1-
((2.0/5)^2+(3.0/5)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for  outlook is ", 
gini_outlook_sunny)) 

## GINI for  outlook is  0.48 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$outlook == 
"Overcast",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 

gini_outlook_overcast <-1-(4/4)^2 
 
message(cat("GINI for  outlook is ", 
gini_outlook_overcast)) 

## GINI for  outlook is  0 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$outlook == 
"Rain",]) 

##    day outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 4   D4    Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 5   D5    Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6   D6    Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 10 D10    Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 14 D14    Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

gini_outlook_rain <-1-((3/5)^2+(2/5)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for  outlook is ", 
gini_outlook_rain)) 

## GINI for  outlook is  0.48 

##  

gini_outlook <-(5/14) 
*0.48+(4/14)*0+(5/14) *0.48 
 
# temp 
 
 
print(df_tennis[df_tennis$temp == 
"Hot",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 

gini_temp_hot <-1-((2/4)^2+(2/4)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for  temp is ", 
gini_temp_hot)) 
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## GINI for  temp is  0.5 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$temp == 
"Mild",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

gini_temp_mild <-1-((4/6)^2+(2/6)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for  temp_mild is ", 
gini_temp_mild)) 

## GINI for  temp_mild is  0.4444444 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$temp == 
"Cool",]) 

##   day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 5  D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6  D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7  D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 9  D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 

gini_temp_cool <-1-((3/4)^2+(1/4)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for  temp cold is ", 
gini_temp_cool)) 

## GINI for  temp cold is  0.375 

##  

gini_temp <-(4/14) 
*0.5+(6/14)*0.444+(4/14) *0.375 
 
message(cat("GINI for  temp  is ", 
gini_temp)) 

## GINI for  temp  is  0.4402857 

##  

# humidity 
 
 
print(df_tennis[df_tennis$humidity == 
"High",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High   Weak   No 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High   Weak  Yes 
## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High   Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High   Weak   No 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

gini_humidity_high <-1-
((3/7)^2+(4/7)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for humidity high is 
", gini_humidity_high)) 

## GINI for humidity high is  0.4897959 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$humidity == 
"Normal",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal   Weak  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal   Weak  Yes 

gini_humidity_normal <-1-
((6/7)^2+(1/7)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for humidity normal 
is ", gini_humidity_normal)) 

## GINI for humidity normal is  
0.244898 

##  

gini_humidity <-(7/14) 
*0.4897959+(7/14)*0.244898 
 
message(cat("GINI for humidity  is ", 
gini_humidity)) 

## GINI for humidity  is  0.367347 

##  

# wind 
 
print(df_tennis[df_tennis$wind == 
"Weak",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity wind play 
## 1   D1    Sunny  Hot     High Weak   No 
## 3   D3 Overcast  Hot     High Weak  Yes 
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## 4   D4     Rain Mild     High Weak  Yes 
## 5   D5     Rain Cool   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 8   D8    Sunny Mild     High Weak   No 
## 9   D9    Sunny Cool   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 10 D10     Rain Mild   Normal Weak  Yes 
## 13 D13 Overcast  Hot   Normal Weak  Yes 

gini_wind_weak <-1-((6/8)^2+(2/8)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for wind weak  is ", 
gini_wind_weak)) 

## GINI for wind weak  is  0.375 

##  

print(df_tennis[df_tennis$wind == 
"Strong",]) 

##    day  outlook temp humidity   wind play 
## 2   D2    Sunny  Hot     High Strong   No 
## 6   D6     Rain Cool   Normal Strong   No 
## 7   D7 Overcast Cool   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 11 D11    Sunny Mild   Normal Strong  Yes 
## 12 D12 Overcast Mild     High Strong  Yes 
## 14 D14     Rain Mild     High Strong   No 

gini_wind_strong <-1-((3/6)^2+(3/6)^2) 
 
message(cat("GINI for wind strong is ", 
gini_wind_strong)) 

## GINI for wind strong is  0.5 

##  

gini_wind <-(8/14) *0.375+(6/14)*0.5 
 
message(cat("GINI for wind  is ", 
gini_wind)) 

## GINI for wind  is  0.4285714 

##  

So we will use the outlook to split at the root node. 

3. Decision Tree Overfitting [9] 

If hypothesis h overfits the training data, then there 

exists another hypothesis 1 such that 

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 () < 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (1) but 

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝐷() > 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝐷(1) 

Where D is the entire data distribution. 

The error on the training data is low for our 

hypothesis h but the error on the entire data 

distribution is higher for h when compared to 1 We 

say that h overfits the training data. The extreme case 

of overfitting is that we have our tree memorizes the 

whole training set having almost one data point at 

each leaf node. That way our entire training set is 

memorized and the training error zero. But our model 

fails badly on unseen test set. 

We will have the following cases of overfitting. 

3.1  Overfitting due to Noise in the training data 
[10] 

Let us consider the following training set. 

library(ggplot2) 
m_data <-matrix(c("1","1","0", 
"2","1","0", 
"1","2","0", 
"2","2","0", 
"3","2","0", 
"3","3","0", 
"1","4","1", 
"1","6","1", 
"2","5","1", 
"3","4","1", 
"3","6","1", 
"2","6","1", 
"2","7","0", 
"3","7","0", 
"5","6","0", 
"6","5","0" 
                   ), 
ncol=3,byrow=TRUE) 
colnames(m_data) <-c("x1","x2","y") 
rownames(m_data) <-c(1:16) 
t_data <-as.table(m_data) 
t_data 

##    x1 x2 y 
## 1  1  1  0 
## 2  2  1  0 
## 3  1  2  0 
## 4  2  2  0 
## 5  3  2  0 
## 6  3  3  0 
## 7  1  4  1 
## 8  1  6  1 
## 9  2  5  1 
## 10 3  4  1 
## 11 3  6  1 
## 12 2  6  1 
## 13 2  7  0 
## 14 3  7  0 
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## 15 5  6  0 
## 16 6  5  0 

The above data set contains a set of 16 different data 

points. We treat the y value of 0 as -ve and 1 as +ve 

examples. We will first consider the first 12 data 

points and build a decision tree. And then we will try 

to construct a decision tree for the first 14 data points 

assuming that the 13 and 14 data examples were 

wrongly labeled as -ve examples though they are +ve 

examples. We will show how these wrong labels 

cause the over-fitting of the decision tree. Later in the 

next section, we will show the missing of the data 
points 15 and 16 would cause the overfit. 

 x2 > 3 is +ve 
 x2 <= 3  is -ve 

df_m_data_12<-data.frame(m_data[1:12,]) 
 
p=ggplot(df_m_data_12) 
+geom_point(aes(x=df_m_data_12$x1,y=df_
m_data_12$x2),col=ifelse(df_m_data_12$y 
==1,"red","blue")) + 
geom_hline(yintercept 
=3,col=I("black"))+ 
labs(title ="Decision 
Boundaries",x="x1-values" ,y="x2-
values", 
caption ="red +ve and blue -ve 
examples") 
 
p 

 

The corresponding tree is 

 

Decision Tree 

The data set containing the 1st 14 data points would 

be classified as follows - out of these 14 data points 

13 and 14 are wrongly labeled noise data. 

The above 14 data points would be classified as 

 x2 <= 3 or x2 > 6 is -ve 
 x2 > 3 and x2 <= 6 is -ve 

df_m_data_14<-data.frame(m_data[1:14,]) 
 
p=ggplot(df_m_data_14) 
+geom_point(aes(x=df_m_data_14$x1,y=df_
m_data_14$x2),col=ifelse(df_m_data_14$y 
==1,"red","blue")) + 
geom_hline(yintercept 
=3,col=I("black"))+ 
geom_hline(yintercept 
=6,col=I("black"))+ 
labs(title ="Decision 
Boundaries",x="x1-values" ,y="x2-
values", 
caption ="red +ve and blue -ve 
examples") 
 
p 
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The corresponding tree is 

 

Decision Tree overfit due to noise 

Now let us say we have a test example which is 
similar to those noise data attribute values but a 
true +ve label. It would be classified as -ve. The 
overfitting due to the noise data caused this this 
wrong classification. 

3.2 Overfitting due to lack of training 

data [11] 

Now let us consider the same data set that we used 

for overfitting due to noise. Let us say we build the 

tree based on the data points 1 to 12. The tree would 
be same as Tree-I. 

This would be classified as follows 

 x2 > 3 is +ve 

 x2 <= 3  is -ve 

But our data set is supposed to include data points 15 

and 16 also for building the tree. Due to this issue, it 

would classify data point (5,7) as +ve example but it 

is a -ve data point. 

If we include data points 15 and 16 for building the 

tree, the classification would be 

 x2 > 3 and x1 < 5 is +ve 
 (x2 <= 3  and x1 < 5) and (x1 >= 5) is 
-ve  

df_m_data <-data.frame(m_data) 
# let us fix the incorrect labels 
 
df_m_data[13,]$y <-1 
df_m_data[14,]$y <-1 
 
p=ggplot(df_m_data) 
+geom_point(aes(x=df_m_data$x1,y=df_m_d
ata$x2),col=ifelse(df_m_data$y 
==1,"red","blue")) + 
geom_hline(yintercept 
=3,col=I("black"))+ 
geom_vline(xintercept 
=3.5,col=I("black"))+ 
labs(title ="Decision 
Boundaries",x="x1-values" ,y="x2-
values", 
caption ="red +ve and blue -ve 
examples") 
 
p 
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Decision Tree overfit due to insufficient training 
data 

4. Decision Tree Pruning 

The decision tree building process partitions the 
training set into smaller and smaller subsets until the 

resulting subsets are pure or homogeneous with 

respect to the outcome or class variable. If the all the 

leaf nodes are 100% homogeneous, then the training 

set is classified perfectly. But it might not be able to 

classify correctly if a test example slightly differs 

from the training examples. This is called overfitting. 

Our tree is overfitting the training data set. 

Sometimes a sub-tree of our full tree can classify the 

test examples better. The process of arriving at the 

sub-tree is known as ‘tree pruning’. There are two 

different tree pruning methods: pre-pruning and post-

pruning. 

4.1 Decision Tree Pre-pruning 

We can stop building the tree early before the leaves 
become completely homogeneous. This is called pre-

pruning. At each stage, we use the cross-validation 

data set to determine how good the tree is performing 

on unseen set of examples. If the resulting tree does 

not reduce error significantly, we will stop. But 

sometimes this early stopping would result in 

underfitting the decision tree because the current split 

may be of little benefit but the subsequent splits may 

reduce the error significantly. 

4.2 Decision Tree Post-pruning 

In this process, we build the tree completely allowing 
it overfit our training data. Then we will try to prune 

the tree. The post-pruning process is expensive when 

compared to the pre-pruning method because in post-

pruning we are allowing the tree to grow completely 

before pruning. 

4.3 Reduced Error (Post-Pruning) 

Then we will use a validation set of data to validate 
and prune the decision tree based on the performance 

of the tree on the validation set. We will calculate the 

error rate of the validation set at each non-leaf node 

of the tree and compare it with the error rate of the 

child nodes. If the error rate is low at the parent non-

leaf node, then we will prune the child nodes making 

the parent node a leaf node. We will continue this 

process with all the non-leaf nodes. Once this process 

is completed, we expect the left over pruned tree to 

perform better than the un-pruned tree. 

Let us take the tree that we discussed in our tree-

overfitting section of this article ie Tree-II. Let us 

take the following test set. 

m_test <-matrix(c("2","1","0", 
"2.5","1","0", 
"1.5","2.5","0", 
"2","6.5","1", 
"1.5","5.5","1", 
"2.5","4.5","1" 
                   ), 
ncol=3,byrow=TRUE) 
colnames(m_test) <-c("x1","x2","y") 
rownames(m_test) <-c(1:6) 
t_test <-as.table(m_test) 
t_test 

##   x1  x2  y 
## 1 2   1   0 
## 2 2.5 1   0 
## 3 1.5 2.5 0 
## 4 2   6.5 1 
## 5 1.5 5.5 1 
## 6 2.5 4.5 1 
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Decision Tree Overfit due to noise 

The above decision tree would classify 4,5 and 6 test 
data points incorrectly because of the overfit due to 

noise in the training set. When we remove node-4 

and node-5 and make node-3 a leaf node, the 

resulting tree would classify all these test examples. 

If we continue this pruning process further, we will 

find no proper sub-tree of this tree would classify this 

test data correctly. 

4.4 Rule-post pruning 

We will use the following Decision Tree for rule-post 
pruning. 

 

Decision Tree Overfit due to noise 

Basically the Rule Post Pruning algorithm does the 
following steps:  

1.Create the rules based on the current decision tree 
(one rule for each path) 

For our example tree Tree-I, the rule are 

• x2 <= 3 

• x2 > 3 and x2 <= 6 

• x2 > 3 and x2 > 6 

2 .For each rule, measure its accuracy using the 

validation data 

When we apply validation set, we would realize that 

removing node 4 and node 5 would improve the 

performance of the tree. 

3. Try pruning that rule, and re-calculate the 

accuracy 

So we can prune rule 2 and rule 3 and rule 1 would 

classify the data well. 

4. If the accuracy degraded, undo the pruning, 

otherwise prune Since the accuracy is 

increased, we would prune the rules 2 and 3 

5.After doing the steps 2-4 for each rule, sort the 
rules based on their current accuracies and use the 

sorted rule set (at the same sequence) instead of the 

tree for testing (with the test data) 

4.5 Chi-Square Pruning [12] [13] 

In Information Gain based splitting, we will calculate 

the information gain and split the node as long as 

there is information gain and we do not consider the 

statistical significance of the split. In Chi-square 

based pruning, we build the tree completely and then 
we test the significance of each split using the chi-

square test and prune the tree. 

At the root node 

s is the total data instances p is the number of positive 

instance n is number of negative instances 

Left Node after split 

𝑠𝑙  is the number of total instance on the left node 𝑝𝑙  is 

the number of positive instances at left node 𝑛𝑙  is the 

number of negative instances at left node 

Right Node after split 

𝑠𝑟  is the number of total instance on the left node 𝑝𝑟  
is the number of positive instances at left node 𝑛𝑟  is 

the number of negative instances at left node 

If 𝑝𝑙  is close to 
𝑝

𝑠
∗ 𝑠𝑙  and 𝑝𝑟  is close to 

𝑝

𝑠
∗ 𝑠𝑟 , then 

the split is not significant and we can prune the child 

nodes making the current node a child node. 
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